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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIOH
I, STATEMENT OF TRE PROBLai
The puirpoae of this paper has been to study the
prophetic words of Jesus as they are found In the gospel
according to Luke, noting their realm of fulfillment In
various periods of history,
II. THE IMPORTANCE OP THE PROBLEM
In the present day there Is to be found among men a
widespread interest in the science or study of "last
things'* (eachatology) as well as an interest in the fulfill
ment of prophecies generally. Such interest may be due in
part to the fact that the times are uncertain, and for this
reason people are searching for satisfactory explanations
of the conditions they see about them and for underlying
truths which will give shape and meaning to that >^lch
appeeui's chaotic.
The average man is interested in knowing about the
events which will come to pass in his own life and in the
affairs of the world. For this reason fortune-tellers
generally have a following. In Jesus* time the disciples
wanted the answers to the question: "What shall be the
2aign of Idly coming, and of th� end of the world? The
theme for the recent World Council of Churches held at
Evansville, Illinois, in August, 19$k.f was "The Christian
Hop*** which included a consideration of ttie second advent
of the Lord and other eschatological topics.
In the light of this quest, a study of the sayings
of Jesus which contain a prophetic thrust has been thought
to be a profitable exercise. Also, practice in the induc
tive method has been afforded; exegetical study has been
made, and homiletical values have been derived,
III, ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THIS STUDY
It has been assumed in this paper that the holy Scrip
tures are the only reliable deposits of teaching with regard
to true Intimations of things to come both in personal destiny
and in the universe, 2 It is acceptable to this writer that
Just as the Word of God presents reliable information touch
ing the origin of thins^s, so it is the accurate source for
information of future events. The Scriptures have been
accepted at face value, and have not been viewed from any
critical standpoint such as that of form-erlticiam.
���Matthew 2l|:3,
^Members of the Faculty of Westminster Theological
Seminary, The Infallible Word (Philadelphia: Presbyterian
Guardian Publishing Corporation, 1914-6), pp, I-I87.
3One of the most notable claims of supernatural
religion is th� demonstration of the power of men under the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit to foretell events hundreds
or even thousands of years before their occurrence, 3 Part
of the function of the prophet was to make known coming
judgments or blessings to God*s enemies or followers. Pro
phecy was an important aspect of the ministry of Jesus Christ.
IV, ORGANIZATION INTO CHAPTERS
The prophetic words of Jesus found in the book of Luke
pertain to many eras of history. It was found desirable to
group these according to different periods of time. In the
body of this paper these groupings have been followed inso
far as possible: 1) Those prophecies which found fulfillment
in Jesus' own life time. These had to do especially with the
foretelling of His "hour", the passion, death, and resurrection,
and also a few happenings in the lives of His disciples while
He was yet with them in the flesh} 2) Those which pertained
to the coming of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost and the joys
and persecutions of the early Church; 3) Those which foretold
the terrible fall of Jerusalem; Ij.) Those %rtilch are associated
with the age of the New Testament Church In general. Here
^Karl P. Kell, Manual of Historico-Critical Introduc
tlon to the Old Testament (Edinburgh; T. & T. Clark, IBHl^.),
kit should be noted that some paropheciea btq of the type
%rtiich are fulfilled abruptly, by one or a few events at a
given point in time, while others have to do with processes
which cover a period �f time, processes extending through
out the church age to the present day, and into the future;
5) Another set of prophecies in this arbitrary grouping
has been those which pertain to the end of time, the Lord*s
return, Judgment, and eternity. There are, therefore, five
chapters in the body of the paper dealing with the prophecies
as they have been grouped into these five periods of fulfill
ment*
There has been much emphasis upon inductive study of
the Scriptures in recent years resulting from the growing
realization that students must use the Bible itself and not
simply books about the Bible as a basis for study�^ There
has been much done in the way of exegesis and exposition on
the various passages in Luke which have been under considera
tion in this paper. But the present method and arrangement
of the material has been thought to be different from anything
done previously.
^Abdel R. Wentz, "A New Strategy for Theological
Education," Christian Education, 20:1^, (April, 1937/j|)>,
passim,
'
5V, METHODS OP PROCEDURE
As It would be difficult to deal with the entire
range of (^irist's teachings which were of a prophetic
character, only one book in the four-fold written record
of the gospel has been chosen for this study. The gospel
according to Matthew was written with an interest in the
fulfillment of the expectations of the Jews; and as many
Old Testament prophecies were quoted, it is a record which
causes one to look to the past. The gospel according to
Mark is important as a brief, running account of the events
in the life of Jesus. Its "straightway ' s** and other devices
of action and haste make it a gospel of the present. Luke,
among the synoptic gospels, is in a unique sense the gospel
of the future.^ It is generally thought that Luke was the
only Gentile writer in the New Testament, ^ and his book
looked forward to the dissemination of the gospel to the
Gentile nations. It has dealt with things of Interest to
th� world in general; it was written from the point of view
of a man who was broad-minded in outlook and of wide interests.
^Cf,, P. W. Parrar, The Gospel According to Luke,
J,J. S, Perowne, General Editor. The CaSferidg� BibT�
(Cambridge: University Press, 18H9), p. 17.
6Rev, Alfred Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Com-
mentary on the Gospel According to StTlLuke (Edinburgh:
fTTTT VTa^W: TmTT xVtii, tixl
6Luke was a physician, an evangelist, and an historian.
These factors taken together with the fact that the book of
Acts (In vdilch a number of the prophetic utterances of Christ
found their fulfillment) was written by the same author, have
made the book of Luke a likely one to investigate for the
purposes of the study at hand.
In dealing with the prophecies as arranged in the
above mentioned groups, they generally have been set forth
in a three-fold manner. The teaching considered has been
dealt with inductively. It has been located, and examined
in the li^t of such questions ast "Why was the subject
under consideration dealt with at this point? Row often was
the same subject mentioned? Under idiat circumstances was it
given? For what immediate purpose was it introduced?" Second
ly, it has been dealt with exegetlcally, that is, in commen
tary fashion. Thirdly, in most cases, exposition has been
made of the phrase, verse, or passage; that is, it has been
applied. Important commentaries have been consulted and com
pared for their contributions to the exegesis and exposition
of the passages.
In a word, this paper has been a study of the prophetic
utterances of Jesus, an investigation of them with regard to
the time and realm of their fulfillment, employing the induc
tive approach, followed by exegesis and exposition.
7VI. SOURCES OP DATA
A conalderable part of the Lord*s teachings was con
cerned with the foretelling of certain events. These prophe
cies are found Intermingled with exhortative utterances and
In connection with a variety of teaching situations, having
been given both as waz*ninga and as promises of blessings to
the faithful, for the comfort, edification, and instruction
of Christ's disciples, and in answer to their questions.
About 130 statements which may be considered prophetic have
been located. Nearly every chapter in Luke has a few such
iteraa. There are more in the latter portions of the book
than in its earlier pages. Chapters 12, 13� 17f and 21 have
been notable for their prophetic content in connection with
the end time. Chapters 16 and 22 have been important for
what they tell concerning things fulfilled in the Lord's own
lifetime. The book of the Acts has been an important source
for its record of the fulfillment of some of the prophecies.
The commentaries of noteworthy conservative scholars from
the Reformation period to the present day have been
consulted*
CHAPTER II
PROPHECIES WHICH �mE PUl^FILLSD I!? TRE LIFETIME OP JESUS
In this chapter a study has beon made of those pro-
phetle utteranees which Jesus aad� of events in His own earthly
lifes foretellings of His ministry. His crucifixion. His death
and resurrection, and other items.
In th� opening chapters of Luke thez*e are statements of
the proposed task or mission of Jesus* earthly life* In that
fsimiliar saying recorded from Jesus* bo^ood, "How is it that
ye sought me? knew ye not that I mu:^t be in my Father's house?"
(Luke Ztk9, A.S.V.}, there is a suggestion of what His mission
in the world was to be. This statement was made when Joseph
and Mary sought the young lad on His failure to return from
the first visit to the tenqple at Jerusalem. There was an
eleoaent of the prophetic in the reply whioh He made at this
time. Jesus was an unusual child, end His earthly life was
marked by tmusual events from the beginning. Like other boy�
He was subject to His parents, but His primary interest lay
in the work of His heavenly Father. With "divine inevitability"
He foretold what His business was to be: that of reconciling
men to Gk>d, In revealing the nature of His earthly mission^
Jesua gently reproved Joseph and Haj^ by saying, in effect,
"Ye should not have left my company, when ye knew I am con
stantly en^loyod in perfoswing the will of th� Most High.""^
1 Adam Clarke, rpmrnentary and Critical Notes on the
New Testament (Mew York: Carlton h Porter, n.d, ), p. 3T8.
9Here and there in the goapel record are words with a
similar prophetic thrust. The mission of Jesus was foretold
when He said, "...the Son of man is not come to destroy men's
lives, but to save them? (9:56); and, "I am not come to call
the righteous but sinners to repentance" (5:32). This was
to be His highest vocation (and has been the highest vocation
of the church): to call sinners to repentance and to the glory
of God. "I must preach the good tidings of the kingdom of God
to the other cities also: for therefore was I sent" {k:l^3) ,
There is virtually an outline of His work as Saviour
in the famous quotation from Isaiah 61:1, 2a:
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me.
Because he anointed me to preach good tidins^s to the
poor:
He hath sent me to proclaim release to the captives.
And recovering of sight to the blind.
To set at liberty them that are bruised.
To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord (i|.:l8,19).
Jesus was in Nazareth, His home town�where a prophet is with
out honor. The book of Isaiah was delivered to Him, and He
found the place where the above words were written. When He
finished the reading, with the eyes of all in the synagogue
upon Him, He announced that the Scripture was that day
fulfilled.
The Spirit was upon Jesus as an anointing for the
special business of His life: that of lifting men "from
sickness to health, from slavery to liberty, from darkness
to light, and from the lowest degrees of misery to supreme.
10
ete2*nal h&pplness.^ The pz*oclajaatlon of liberty to the
captives and the acceptable year of tiie Lord was likely
an alias Ion to the Jewish Institution of the year of
Jubilee. On such years there was a release of all debts
and obligations, of bondservants, and of mortgaged lands.
The typical Old Testament ordinance wes now fulfilled in
Christ. The soul which feels miserable, wretched, and
sinful should come to Christ for release and recovery.
Rather early in the teaching ministry of our Lord,
as He was telling the disciples the nature of the kingdom
He had come to establish. He made prophecies of His coming
passion. The disciples were slow to grasp His mission as
a '^suffaring servant." Like ether JewSf they expected the
Messiah to be a temporal ruler who would bring earthly
power and prestige to the nation of Israel. 3 Because t^is
faulty concept of Messiahship was so set in the minds of
the disciples, Jesus found it necessary to disclose to them
gently and by degrees His true mission and the mystery of
the passion. Signs and miracles accompanied His teachings
so that the divulging of pending suffering and death did
not result in an overthrow of the faith of His followers.
2 Clarke, 0�, cit, , p. 396.
3 Cf , C. I. Scofield, The Scofleld Reference Bible
(New York, Oxford University T5ess, 1911-5), P. 1022, Note 2.
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Om� �f the first hints of appr�*ehi:^ sorrow in the
lives of the diseiples and the first reference to the death
Old departure of Jesus is found in His reply to a rebuke of
th� Pharisees that His disciples did not fast often like
those of John the Baptist,
Jesus said unto them. Can ye make the sons of the
bride-chamber fast, **iile the bridegroom is with them?
But the days will comej and when the bridegroom shall
be taken away from them, then will they fast in those days.
(S:3k, 35).
Now that the Lord was with His disciples they should be Joyful.
A day was coming when He would be "torn away" ( aparthe) from
thm. and much sorrow would be theirs. They would fast of
their own accord then. As yet He speaks only figuratively
and cursorily of His approaching decease,^ But a violent
end (like crucifixion) is hinted at. It was very true that
between the time of the arrest of Jesus and His resurrection
the disciples had sorrow, and they doubtless fasted. Also
the days fro^tn the ascension until Pentecost were times of
fasting and supplication. Christians through the ages have
been "In weariness and painfulness, in watching s often, in
hunger and thirst, in fastings often,.,," (II Cor. 11:27,
K.J,V,), In this incident of contention with the religious
leaders of His day, Jesus asserted that there is "a time to
weep, and a time to laugh; a time to mourn, and a time to
^ Cf . J. P. Lange, Commentary on the Holy Scriptures
(Orand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, n,d, ), Vol, 2, p, 89-
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danee'*,^
Christ did not wait too long to suggest what His
mission was. He had to dissipate the conception of Messiah-
ship as only one of earthly splendor. But He did not dis
close the actual mode of His death until His disciples went
with Him to Jerusalem the last time. As suggested preTiously,
His revelation of it was progressive as they vere able to
bear it.
In CSiaptor 9, verse 22, He tells them, "The Son of man
must suffer many things, and be rejected of the elders and
chief priests and scribes, and be killed, and the third day
be raised." And in verse kk. He announced, ",,,the Son of
man shall be delivered up into the hands of men," Jesus
tried to prepare His disciples for the shock that was to be
theirs at the time of His arrest and crucifixion. Although
He repeatedly alluded to His end, verse shows that the
disciples did not crasp the significance of His words,
they understood not this saying, and it was concealed from
them, that they should not perceive it; and they were afraid
to ask him about this saying."
Jesua was to be rejected by every level of religious
authority of His day: elders, chief priests, and scribes.
The eaqpresalon "mast suffer" has led one to conclude that His
5 Eccleslastes 3�k�
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paaalon waa in fulfillment of divine decree. That He was
delivered into the hands of men was not merely the result
of the act of Judas, but the fulfillment of the divine will.^
But the resurrection was to be an important coi^lement to His
ministry of suffering. After sinful men had done their worst,
Christ was to rise again.
This mention of the resurrection naturally pointed to
the next important prophecy in this group: chapter 11, verse
29. "This generation Is an evil generation: it seeketh
after a sign; and there shall no sign be given it but th�
sign of Jonah." In foretelling His resurrection, Jesus likened
it to Jonah' s coming forth from the belly of the great f iah.
As Jonah, the Old Testament prophet, was in the belly of a
great fish three days, so the Son of man would make a similar
sign to His generation. The teadBaing of Jesus ought to have
sufficed without a great many attesting signs. But this one
important sign would be given.
Further wcrd on His suffering and death has been found
in the following reference: "I came to cast fire upon the
earth; and what do I desire, if it is already kindled? But I
have a baptism to be baptieed with; and how am I straightened
till it be accoHqplished" (12:li.9, 50), This utterance is seem
ingly unrelated to its immediate context, but its interpreta
tion is important, Jesua' baptism of suffering was to be the
6 Cf, Farrar, 0�, cit. , p. 186.
InstpuBaent for bringing the Kingdom of God to earth. Be
fore the Holy Ghost could be poured out "Jesua must first
be plunged into the flood of pain and suffering idiile He is
accomplishing reconciliation, "7 "Baptism" was suggestlTe
of the intensity of this suffering. There was a "union of
anxiety and longing" similar to that which was seen "in the
woman, John 16j21, triio when her hour comes is seleed with
fear and anguish, and yet in the midst of this fear feels
love and inward longing soon to press her child to her heart.
Jesus said in chapter 13, verse 32, "...the third day
I am perfected.*"? This was to say that the redemptive work
would be perfected. The third day He would arise from the
dead. "I shall then have accomplished the purpose for which
I came into the world, leaving nothing undone which the
counsel of God designed me to complete. "^0
The next disclosure made was the place of the crucifi
xion, ",..lt cannot be that a prophet perish out of Jeru-
Balom** (13j33). Josus set His face steadfastly toward Jeru
salem where He knew that the death sentence awaited Him.
7 N. Geldenhuys, Commentary on the Gospel of Luke
(Grand Rapids: W. B. Eerdmans PublisKlng Co., 195?T, p. 482.
^ Lange, 0�. cit. , p. 208,
9 Compare His words from the cross, "It is finished"
(John 19:30).
10 Clarke, 0�, cit. , p. k^O,
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There is profound irony in this quotation, beeauae "Every
murder of a prophet, . .proceeded mediately or immediately
from the elders of the people, who had there in Jerusalem
their aeat:,,,","^-^ Because Jerusalem was the capital of
the theocratic state, it bore the guilt for killing all
the prophets,
"Ye shall not see me, until ye shall say. Blessed
is he that cometh in the name of the Lord" (13:3$), Although
Jesus was to be rejected by His own people, there would be
a day when thoy would glorify Him as One from God, This
passage Just quoted was sometimes thought to foretell His
triumphal entry into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday, but this has
been considered an inadequate interpretation. Its reference
is more agot to be to the final penitence of Israel, and it
fits better into the group of prophecies of events in the
end time.
Jeaus foretold that unbelief would be persisted in.
In spite of the resurrection miracle, "If they hear not
Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded, if
one rise from the dead" (16:31). This seems to have been
due to the hardness of men's hearts as a result of sin. When
Lazarus was raised from the dead the chief priests took
counsel that they might put him to death, because by reason
of him many Jews believed on Jesus. Also, after Jesus'
11 Lange, o�. cit. , p. 221.
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resiarrectlon the elders took counsel and gave money to the
soldiers to spread a false rumor that the disciples stole the
body of Christ away. It has appeared that sinful men tend to
cleave to their evil ways and doings rather than come to the
light of the truth, even when the facts point to the right way.
"But first must he suffer many things and be rejected
of this generation" (17:25). CSiirist stated this in connection
with a description of His sudden coming in glory. Glory would
be revealed in Jesus f^hrist ultimately, but suffering had to
come first, "Our Lord cannot with sufficient earnestness
impress it on the minds of His disciples that His way goes
down into the depth, while they are secretly dreaming of places
of honor." *^ Crucifixion was a, major phase in the plan of re
demption, Jesus Christ, after suffering, was seated at the
right hand cf God; and "if we suffer we shall also reign with
him" (II Tim, 2:15).
"Behold we go up to Jerusalem, and all the things that
are written through the prophets shall be acconqplished unto the
Son of man" (l8:31), A description of the "suffering servant"
is found in Isaiah 53. He was described as one having "no form
nor comliness; no beauty that we should desire him...". He
would be despised, rejected, "a man of sorrows, and acquainted
with grief." The atoning mission of Jesus Christ was clearly
12 Lange, 0�, cit, , p, 267.
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aet forth. Th� prophet wrote of Him as one idio "hath borne
our sorrows J
"
as one 1*10 would appear "stricken, smitten of
God, afflicted,,,. He was wounded for our transgressicna, he
was bruised for our iniquities. ,, "^3 Jesus echoed these pre-
dietions: "For he shall be delivered up unto the Gentiles,
and shall be mocked, and shamefully treated, and spit upon;
and they shall scourge and kill him: and the third day he
shall rise again" (18:32, 33).
This, then, has been the clearest of Jesus' prophecies
relating to His death. In commenting upon the three major
references to the approaching death of Jesus, Dr. Thomas Lindsay
noticed the progression as to details in the forecasts�Luke
9:22, 9iii4� 18:31-31;.
In the first prediction Jesus spoke� (1) of suffer
ings ; (2) of rejection at the hands of the elders, the
chief priests, and tke scribes,, ,. (3) of a violent
death} and i^) of resurrection after three^days , Tn
the second Jesus adds (5) the fact of betrayal.
In the third prediction our Lord foretells th�
end with every minute detail.,,,He declares (6) that
He is to be tried and condemned by the Sanhedrin (Mk,
10:5J)j (7T that He la to undergo a Roman trial; (8)
that after trial Ha is to be subjected to all manner
of contumely, to mockin.^, spitting upon, and scourging;
(9) the delivery to the Gentiles also implied ervieIf Irion.
13 Compare Psalm 22 where more details of the passion
were sketched.
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and the actual statement to crucify Him is made by
Matthew ( 20:19
A tragic word of prophecy was spoken with regard to
Peter's instability {22:3k)* The story of the three-fold
denial before the crowing of the cock is well known.
One last prophetic allusion to the passion is re
corded: "For I say unto you, that this vhich is written
must be fulfilled In me. And he was reckoned with trans
gressors: for that which concemeth me hath fulfillment"
(22:37). He foretold that He would die as a malefactor
according to Isaiah 53:12. It was accomplished the next
day (Luke 23:33).
Christ's last message of a prophetic nature, uttered
shortly before His passing, was to the thief who was cru
cified at His side: "Verily I say unto thee. Today shalt
thou be with me in Paradise" (23:1+3). These are astounding
words to com� from the lips of a badly mutilated, dying,
seemingly-defeated man. They indicated that the penitent
thief would be received Immediately into the abode of the
spirits of the Justified men where he would enjoy the
presence and approbation of the Most High.
14 Thomas M. Lindsay, The Gospel of St. Luke, Rev,
Marcus Dods and Rev, Alexander Whyte, edlTors, Handbooks
for Bible Classes (Edinburgh, T. & T, Clark, n.d. ), pp,
m-kr.
CHAPTER III
PROPHECIES WHICH PERTAIHSD TO PMTSCOST
AHD TBE EARLY CHURCH
Those prophecies concewiing the coming of the Holy
Spirit and the affairs of the early church have been con
sidered in this chapter. This was a glorious period of
prophetic fulfillment, for in it the meaning of the utter
ances of Jeaus with respect to the kingdom He had come to
establish became clear to His followers. No longer were the
disciples blinded by false concepts and selfish aims, but the
illumination and purity of the Holy Spirit had come into
their hearts and lives.
The work of the disciple of Christ was foretold by
Jesus in a statement to Simon Peter: "Fear not; fi�om hence
forth thou shalt catch men" (5:10), Following the miracle
of the wonderful draught of fishes, Peter described himself
as a Sinful, undone man. Jesus assured him that as a dis
ciple of His he would have a fruitful life in winning men.
As a direct result of Peter' s discourse following the coming
of the Holy Spirit, about ttiree thousand men hoard the Word
and believed (Acts 2:1|1). This was Peter's first great
"draught".
No longer were the disciples living at an unstable,
wretched and unbelieving level because of spiritual darkness
and misunderstandings. Now that the Spirit had come there
20
waa indeed a fulfillment of th� words of Jesus found in
Luke 8:17; "For nothing is hid, that shall not be made
manifest; nor anything secret, that shall not com� to light."
By the use of the inductive method, it was seen that this
verse does not indicate th� exposing of secret crimes and
vices, for Jesus had been speaking of the iaqjortance of
allowing one's light to shine. The truth and light of the
gospel had com� into the world and the Word was to be pro
claimed. Hence, this quotation had to do with the dissemi
nation of the Christian message. Now, that the day of
Pentecost had ccano, there was nothing secretive about the
gospel �
In chapter 9, verse 27 are these words: "But I tell
you a truth. There are some standing here, who shall in no
wise taste of death, till they see the kingdom of God."
There has been a wide divergence of opinion as to the realm
of fulfillment of these words. It is true that Jesus had
just been speaking of His return in glory. But th� words
"shall in no wis� taste of death, till. . . " suggest that
reference was made to a special event that would take place
during the lives of some of His hearers. Because the Trans
figuration took place "about eight days after these sayings",
many of the church Fathers interpreted the words as being
prophetic of that event. Farrar and Meyers feel that the
primary reference was to the Transfiguration, but that it
21
had an Important bearing on the Second Advent. 1 Other views
are that the words referred to the resurrection (Calvin),^
the ascension, Pentecost (Godet, Hahn),3 the spread of Chris
tianity, the internal development of the gospel (Er^amus) ,14-
the destruction of Jerusalem as symbolic of the decisive pass
ing away of the Old Dispensation (Geldenhuys)^ and (Plummer),^
A comparison of th� parallel passage in Kark 9:1 which reads,
"...the kingdom of God come with power" and the teaching of
the Lord that the kingdom was to bo "within you" might b�
taken to indicate thot the coming of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost
was the primary event referred to in the passage. Truly that
is the time at whioh the idea of the Kingdom was accurately
understood^ and when the Kingdom was powerfully Inaugurated.
Jesus often gave the impression that the Kingdom was only
"nigh" and not actually come when He was yet on the earth.
This interpretation would give special honor to the person of
the Holy Spirit and due recognition of His Importance to the
Kingdom.
1 Parrar, 0�. cit., p. 188.
2 Alfred Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary
on the Gospel According to St. Luke (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
T%5T7 p. 249.
3 Loc. cit.
k Loc. cit.
5 N. Geldenhuys, Commentary on the Gospel of Luke
(Grand Rapids: W. B. Erdmans Publishing Co., 195277 P� 277 �
6 Plummer, 0�. cit., p. 2l(.9.
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Before the bestowal of the Holy Spirit the disciples
were concerned about which of them should be greatest in the
kingdom. But after the Paraclete had come to instruct them,
each sought to esteem the other more highly than himself.
'*...for he that is least among you all, the same is great"
{9:lf8), The epistles have clearly shown that th� early chuirch
at its best was characterized by such a spirit of self-denial
and of benevolenee toward others.
A promise to the immediate disciples of Jesus which
was realized at Pentecost was made as an encouragement to
peraistont prayers "...how much more shall your heavenly
Father give the Holy Spirit to them that aak him?" (11:13).
vnoien the disciples were praying together with one accord^
they received the gift of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:1-14.).
It was foretold that the presence of the Holy Spirit
in the lives of the apostles would give them a special anoint
ing when they found it necessary to make a defense for their
faith.
And when they bring you before the aynagoguea,
and the rulers, and the authoritiea, be not anxious
how or ^at y� shall answer, or what ye shall says
for the Holy Spirit shall teach you in that very
hour *riiat ye ought to say (12:11, 12).
There were several notable examples of the fulfillment of
this prophecy in the early church. "And Stephen, full of
grace and power, wrought great wonders and signs among the
people.. .And they were not able to withstand th� wisdom and
the Spirit by which he spake" (Acts 6:8,10).
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But the Lord stood by me, and strengthened me; that
through me the message might be fuliy proclaimed,
and that all the Gentiles might hear: and I was
delivered out of the mouth of the lion (II Tim,
km).
They were not to make a studied preparation to plead in
such crises. Their answer would be supplied on the spot
both as to form ("how") and content (">^at"). Their part
was not to take merely a defensive position. They were
enabled to take the offensive to give their testimony,
and to preach the gospel, 7
The parable of the wicked husbandmen symbolised the
rejection by the Jews of those prophets sent to prepare
th� nation for the kingdom and the rejection of Jesus, the
Son of God, Himself, "What therefore will the Lord of the
vineyard do unto them? He will come and destroy these hus
bandmen, and will give the vineyard unto others" (Luke 2C:16) ,
Israel had rejected that atone which should be made the head
of the comer. The listeners doubtless grasped the meaning
of this malum omen, and their terrified response was, "God
forbid". The Jewish rulers were to be visited by the judg
ments of God and would no longer have the privilege of acting
as th� spiritual leaders of God's people. Believers In Jesus
would be the new, true Israel, and the apostles would
7 p, Godet, A Commentary on the Gospel of St, Luke
(New York: Punk and^Wagnalls, l8^, p,
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minister spiritually to His church on earth, 8 Not only
was there to be a substitution of new leaders for old, but
in the New Testament day the Oentlle peoples were to be
come the chosen people of God in place of the Jews (except
for that remnant ^ftilch would believe iJ^on Jesus), The fol
lowing references show the fulfillment: "He is the atone
which was set at nought of you the builders, %rtilch was made
the head of th� comer" (Acts U:ll)j "And they of the cir
cumcision that believed were amazed. � .because that on the
Gentiles also was poured out the gift of the Holy Spirit"
(Acta 10:1}.$)} "Behold, ye shall in no wise believe, if one
declare It unto you" (Acts 13:^1) j
And Paul and Barnabas spake out boldly, and said.
It was necessary that the word of God should
first be spoken to you. Seeing ye thrust it from
yon, and Judge yourselves unworthy of eternal life,
lo, wo turn to the Gentiles (Acts 13:14.6),
"Every one that falleth on that stone shall be broken
to pieces; but on whomsoever it shall fall, it will scatter
him as dust** (Luke 20:l8), Jesus sought further to warn the
ehlef priests and scribes of the outcome of unbelief. He
was to be raised to a place of power to the dismay of His
foes. The glorified Messiah would crush all hostile opposi
tions and be exalted as Lord over the real Israel,
8 Cf , Geldenhuys, Commentary on the Gospel of Luke
(Grand Rapids: W, B, Serdmana Publlahing Co,, 1952T7
p. I4.82,
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There waa ftirther prophecy of persecution of the dis
ciples of Jesus. "They shall lay their hands on you and per
secute you, delivering you up to the synagogues and prisons,
bringing you before kings and governors for my name's sake"
(21tl2). The certainty of persecution for the sake of the
gospel has held true from that day to this, but the above
statement is strikingly fulfilled in the book of Acts. The
Incident recorded in Acts 25:23 is exemplary:
So on the morrow, when Agrippa was come, and
Bernice, with great pomp, and they were entered
into the place of hearing with the chief captains
and the principle men of the city, at the command
of Festus Paul was brou^t in,^
But again the promise was made: "I will give you a
mouth and wisdom, which all your adversaries shall not be
able to withstand or to gPlnsay" (21:l5). It was further
shown in Acts ktlk and 6:10 that the persecutors were not
ablo to overthrow the testimony and defense of the Apostles.
They would be betrayed and put to death (21:16), de
clared Jesus. Of the four to whom He was speaking at least
two and perhaps all were martyred. Even friends and rela
tives would deliver Christians to the authorities. In I Peter
Urlij., however, there Is the comforting word: "If ye be
9 See also Acts 4:3; 5:17-4-1; 6:11-13; 12:2; 16:19-39,
all of which show that cruel persecution was endured.
10 Parrar, o�, cit., p. 317.
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reproached for the name of Christ, happy are ye j for the
spirit of glory and of God resteth upon you: . . , , "^-^ But
Christians cannot be plucked from the protecting hand of
God,,., there shall not an hair of your head perish"
(Luke 21tl8, K,J.V,).
Further indications by Jesus of the coming of the
kingdom which may have ai,gnif ied the arrival of the Holy
Spirit in the early church are the following references:
"Fiven so ye also, when y� see these things coming to pass,
know ye that the kingdom of God is nigh" (21:31); "Verily
I say unto you. This generation shall not pass away, till
all Ihinga be accomplished" (21: 32" A. S,V. ) .
With desire I have desired to eat this passover
with you before I suffer: for I say unto you, I
shall not eat it, until it be fulfilled in the king
dom of God.,., I will not drink henceforth of tiie
fruit of the vine until the kingdom of God shall
come "12
Jesus was about to be betrayed and desired greatly to com
memorate the last Passover feast with His disciples. In
this saying He meant that after th� true Passover was
offered by His death, the new kingdem would be established.
Jesus was the Paschal Lamb slain for the sins of the whole
world. Upon the commencement of the age of th� Spirit
H Compare I Peter 2:12, and Acts 28:22: "...for as
concerning this sect, we know that everywhere it is spoken
against." Acts 24: 5, and others had bearing here.
12 Luke 22:16, l8
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Jeaus would �Qjoj continuous fellowship with His disciples
through th� ministi^ of the Holy Spirit, aiKl particularly
in the conim�iw)rativ� service of the Lord's Supper or "com
munion." One instance of fulfillment is Acts 2:ij.6: "And
day by day, continuing steadfastly with one accord in the
temple, and breaking bread at home,..,".
Jesus foretold that He would hereafter "be seated at
the right hand of the power of God." This He said along
with His acknowledgment before th� Sanhadrin that H� was
the Son of God. He knew that they did not believe Him, but
the day was coming soon in which all power in heaven and
earth would bo His. The fulfillment began in Acts, chapter
one, with His ascension into heaven. Stephen while making
his defense "looked up steadfastly into heaven, and saw the
glory of God, and Jeaus standing on the right hand of God"
(Acts 7:55).
The last chapter of Luke presented the clearest pro-
phscies of Pentecost and the activity of the early church,
"Thus it is written. ,. that repentance and remission of sins
should be preached in his name unto all the nations, beginning
from Jerusalem" (2l4.s47j cf., Isaiah 2:3, and Micah l4.:2). It
has been observed that repentance was to be the keynote of
preaching in the apostolic age as it had been in that of John
the Baptist. For a time the apostles remained at their posts
and preached Jesus in the city where He had been crucified.
But "there arose, , .great persecution against the church which
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was in Jarusalaam; and they were all scattered abroad,.,"
(Acts 8jl). Thfis' was th� prophecy perfectly fulfilled,
and th� gospel was soon published throughout the known world,
beginning at Jerusalem (Acts 8:1, 5, 26-39} 10:32; 11:19).
"And behold, I send forth the promise of my Father
upon you: but tarry y� in the city, until ye be clothed
with power from on high" (24:14.9). The Lord spoke of the
promised bestowment of th� Holy Ghost (cf. Acts 1:4,5).
Th� Holy Ghost is the divine promise par excellence, "And
this aid is so indispensable to them that they must beware
of beginning the work before having received it."-^^ What
they could never do in their own strength the Holy Spirit
was to enable them to do, Th� disciples waited for the
promise with "one accord", not as excited enthusiasts but
as composed believers, praying with expectation.
The disciples were to be invested, i.e., clothed
upon, with a new power, which was to be as the new
garb in which their old nature and gifts were to
manifest themselves, purified and strengthened, but
not losing their identity. I'*-
In fulfillment of Jesus' words ",,,they were all
filled with the Holy Spirit, and began to speak in other
tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance" (Acts 2:4)-
13 Godet, 02.. cit, , p, 510.
14 c. J. Ellioott, editor, Ellicott's Commentary on
the Whole Bible (Grand Rapids, Zondervan Publishing House,
lf54)f p. ISIST"
CHAPTSR IV
PROPHECIES WHICH PORZTOID THE PALL OP
JERUSALEM
In this chapter those prophecies idilch were fulfilled
in the fall of Jeruaalem to Titus In 70 A.D, have been con
sidered*
As the various prophecies in this section indicate,
the fall of the Jewish capital resulted from the outpouring
of the mighty wrath of God which, thou^^ long in coming,
was of such horror that this tragic event will always be a
tremendous lesson in the severity of God toward those who
are disobedient. It would be difficult to find any more
convincing Instances of the inevitableness of prophetic ful
fillment than in the events dealt with in tills chapter.
That certain Judgment was pending the Jewish nation
is evident in the words of Jesus in Luke llt^ls "...yea, I
say unto you, it shall be required of this generation."
Jesus was exposing the hypocrisy of Pharisaism and had de
nounced them with six woes. God had sent prophets to the
erstwhile chosen people, and these were persecuted and
killed. Jesus announced that the blood of all the prophets
which was shed from the foundation of the world would be
required of the generation whom He was addressing. The sin
of obstinate resistance was soon to be punished.
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� , .When a generation concurs In heart with the
wickedness of an earlier generation, it receives
...the final retribution of the accumulated guilt,
as well as the punishment for its own.l
Some who were present with Jesus told Him of the
Galileans, whose blood Pilate had mingled with their
sacrifices, Jesus declared that it was not that they had
offended any more than the other men who dwell in Jerusa
lem,
Think ye that these Oalileans were sinners
above all the Galileans, because they have suf
fered these things? I tell you, Nar: but, ex
cept y� repent ye shall all in like manner
pariah (13: 214.),
Parrar, T*to found the first meaning of these words to be
prophetic, stated:
As a matter of historic fact, the Jewish
nation did not repent, and myriads of them in
the siege of Jerusalem perished by a doom closely
analogous to that of these unhappy Galileans.
And since all life and all history are governed
by the same divine laws, the warning is appli
cable to nations at all periods, 2
It is quite probable that many inhabitants died under the
falling ruins of the city during the siege of Jerusalem in
much the same manner as those upon whom the tower of
Siloam fell.
In His l�nent over Jerusalem, Jesus foretold the de
struction of the temple when He said: "...your house is left
unto you desolate" (13:35), He was referring to the devastation of
J- Lmge o�. cit,. p. 192,
2 Parrar, 0�. cit, , p. 235.
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the temple which took place forty years later. The temple
was the center of the degenerate religion of the Jews.
In chapters 19 and 21, Luke recorded very precise
declarations of Christ which foretold the city's destruction:
For the days shall come upon thee, when thine
enemies shall cast up a bank about thee and com
pass thee round, and keep thee on every side, and
shall dash thee to the ground, and thy children
within thee; and they shall not leave in thee
one stone upon another; because thou kneweat not
the time of thy visitation" (19:14.3,44).
These facts caused Jesus at the time of His triumphal entry
to weep over th� city, for she was to lose all her glory and
be virtually wiped off the face of the earth.
...the holy city lies before His view. What a
day it would be for it, if the bandage fell from
its eyes. ...Would the inhabitants of Jerusalem
but associate themselves with this Messianic
festival, their capital would be saved, 3
But they did not know the time of their visitation. As a
re jult, the prophecy was literally fulfilled forty years
afterwards. In the great siege of Jerusalem Titus surroxmded
the city first with a palisaded mound, and then with a wall
of masonry. The blockade established was so rigid that myriads
of Jews perished of starvation.
It is remarkable that the Lord knew not only in a
general way of the destruction of Jerusalem, but knew of
the particular methods by which the destruction should be
3 Godet, 0�, cit. . p. 427.
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accomplished, there shall not be left here one stone
upon another, that shall not be thrown down" (21:6). This
was what Jesus said to those who were admiring the t�nple,
"how It was adorned with goodly stones and offerings" (21:$).
The temple was regarded as on� of the wonders of the world.
The walls onclossd over nln�t�en acres.
It was beautiful and sacred, a monument both of
art and worship, . .Would they not spare a structure
which the proverb said, � If you had not seen, you
had seen nothing beautiful,' ,,,and then Titus was
mild, human, cultured, a commander who would not be
likely to favor it, who in fact forbad� such wanton
destruction. The fires were once put out by his
orders, but rekindled when his back was turned,4
However, Christ's prediction was fulfilled as the hand of
God wrought the destruction of even the massive sub-structure.
Virtually no portion remained of the temple which they were
looking at that day2^ Pex4iaps the temple was destroyed as a
proof that the Old Dispensation, especially with its emphasis
on the outward form of religion, was gone for all time. It
had to make room for the New,^
The prophecies of Luke 21 have presented some difficulty
k Arthur T, Pierson, Many Infallible Proc/s , (New York:
Fleming H. Revell Co,, l88b) , p, 'SE',
^ "There is only one stone of which it is certain that
it belonged to that temple; that is a block of marble from
the screen that separated the inner courts from the court of
the Gentiles. ., ,The stone is now in the museum at Constantinople."
Philip Vollmer, The Modern Student' s Life of Christ, (New York:
Fleming H, RevelI~To,, 19l2), p. 227.
6 John 4: 21 -24,
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in exegesis, as it was difficult to detomine lAiich of the
prophecies were limited to the destruction of Jerusalem
and which pertain to the end time.
The main difficulties of our Lord's Prophecy
vanish when we bear in mind (1) that Prophecy is
like a landscape in which time and space are sub
ordinated to eternal relations, and in which
events look like hills seen chain behind chain
which to the distant spectator appesor as one; and
(11) that In the necessarily condensed and varying
reports of the Evangelists, sometimes the primary
fulfillment,,., sometimes the ultimate fulfillment
is predominant. The Pall of Jerusalem was the
Close of that Aeon and a symbol of the Pinal End
(teloa). This appears most clearly in the report
of St, Luke,7
In other words, prophecies of things in the foreground
were surrounded with a halo of shades of far-off future
events.
"Take heed that ye be not led astray: for many shall
come in my name" (21:8), This could pertain to the time of
the world's end, but there were many deceivers in the first
contu3?y: Jonathan, Theudas, Dosltheus, Simon the Sorcerer,
o
Menander, and others.
And when ye hear of wars and tumults, be not
terrified , , , Nation shall rise against nation,
and kingdom against kingdom; and there shall bo
great earthquakes, and in divers places famines
and pestilences; and there shall be terrors and
great signs from heaven (21:9, 10, 11),
7 Parrar, 0�, cit. . P. 315.
8 Lange, 0�. cit. . p. 319.
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This is dsscriptlve of conditions which obtained at
the time prior to the destruction of Jerusalsai. It is
possible that they are suggestive of the situations pertain
ing to the end time as well, but in the Jewish Wars of
Josephus and in the Annals of Tacitus have been found records
of events in that day strikingly similar to these forecasts, ^
These historians had much to say of earthquakes, wars, crimes,
violences, and polutions. The Jews arose in insurrection in
the reigns of Caligula, Claudius, and Sero,10 They were
massacred In Alexandria, Seleucia, Caesarea, Tyft�e,.H As to
commotions, there was instability and rottenness�every
thing that was the opposite of peace. Assassinations or
suicides were connected with the quick succession of the
Roman emperorsj Nero, Galba, Otho, Vitellius, and Vespasian, 12
There were frequent civil wars. Josephus mentioned both pesti
lence and famine as preludes to the storming of Jerusalem,
Earthquakes, some of which caused whole cities to perish,
wore reported In Rome, Crete, Phrygla, Proconsular Asia,
Aehaia, Syria, and Macedonia,
9 See Parrar, o�, cit. , pp, 3l5� 316; Lange, 0�, cit,
P. 319.
10 Lindsay, 0�. cit. . p. 219.
11 Lindsay, loc. cit.
12 Lange, 0�. cit. , p. 319.
13 Lindsay, 0�. cit. , p. 219.
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Yet according to parallel passages In Matthew and
Mark these were to be only the beginning of sorrows.
So that we have by no means to understand
exclusively the wars, &c., which were to take
piaco in the interval of forty years; but all
the calamities of this kind which in contlnualy-
ly Increasing measure should precede the end of
the world of which the destruction of Jerusalem
was only the type, 14
"But when ye see Jerusalem cor^assed with armies, then
know that her desolation is at hand" (21:20), The "abomi
nation of desolation" mentioned by Matthew, which was very
Important to the Jewish Christians, was not mentioned by
Luke, But th� appearance of enemy troops around Jemxsalem
may be considered comparable. It was to be an ominous sign
portending that there was no more hope for the city's salva
tion. At that time the Judeans were to flee into the moun
tains and get out into the country regions. It actually
happened that when the Homan armies approached Jerusalem,
Christians left th� city and went to the Trans Jordanian
town of Pella In the hills south-east of the Sea of Galilee
and there escaped the horrors of th� si�g�,l^
"For these are days of vengeance, that all things
14 Lange, 0�. cit,, p. 319.
15 Rev, Joseph Benson, The New Testament. . .with
Critical, Explanatory, and Practical Notes, Vol, I.
(New York: George Lane & Levi Scott, l850) , p. 47^.
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^ich are written may be fulfilled,
,,, there shall be great distress upon the land,
and wrath unto this people. And they shall fall
by th� edge of the sword, and shall be led cap
tive into all nations: and Jerusalem shall be
trodden down of the Gentiles, imtll the times of
the Gentiles b� fulfilled (21:^3, 2k).
17
According to Josephus (Wars of the Jews) Titus
ordered the city to b� razed so coaQ)letely as to look like
a spot ti^leh had never been inhabited. One million, one
hiandred thousand Jews are said to have perished in the war
and slog�. Defenders of th� city were either slain or
scattered as prisoners of war among pagan nations, Josephus
spoke of 97�000 Jews being sent to various provinces and to
the Egyptian mines. Hot a single Jew was left alive in the
city. Romans , Saracens, Persians, Franks, Norsemen, and
Turka are among the Gentiles who have trodden down Jeruaalem
alnce that time.l� Forty yeara after Jeaua aaid the words,
"This generation shall not pass away till all things be
accomplished'* (21:32), the Jewish nation was crushed.
"For behold, th� days are coming, in vftiich they shall
aay. Blessed are th� barren, and the wombs that never bare
(23:29). Josus spoke th�s� words as He mad� His way through
th� Jerusalem streets to Golgotha. He said it to th� �nd
16 See 7echarlah 11:1 and Daniel 9:27; 12:7.
17 Cited by Farrar, 0�. cit., p. 318.
1� Farrar, loc. cit.
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that the 'laughters of Jeruaalo� should not weep for Hla,
but for th��s�l"ve� and for their posterity. Barrenness had
always been a sign of reproach to th� Jews (e.g., Sarah,
Hanna, Elizabeth), but in the terrible day that was coming
it would be accounted a blessing, fhoae wno did not have
ehildron with them would be enabled to make a speedier
flight*
"then shall they begin to say to the mountains. Fall
on usj and to th� hills. Cover ua** (23J30). Hundreds of
Jews at th� �nd of the siege hid themselves in subterranean
recesses, and no less than 2,00r were killed by being buried
in th� ruins of these hiding plac�8*19
lo othsr city ever suffered such miseries, nor was
�v@r a generation more fruitful in wickedness from
th� beginning of the world. It appears that the mis-
fortunes of all men frcmi the beginning of the world,
if ecic^ared to these of t^e Jews, are not so con
siderable, Th� multitude who perished exceeded all
th� destructions that man or (Jod ever brought on the
world, 20
19 Fl�vlus.J08�phus, wars of the Jews, translated
by William Whia ton (Chicago: Thompson an3~TComas, n,d.),
Book VI, chapter 9, pp. 686, 687.
20 Josephus, cited by Pierson, 0�. cit, , pp, 63�
64.
CHAPTSR V
PROPHECIES WHICH WERE ASSOCIATED WITH THE AGE
OP THE HOLY SPIRIT
In this chapter a study has been made of prophetic
utterances which continue to have their fulfillment through
out the dispensation of the Holy ^irlt, commonly called
"the Church Age",
Certain prophecies of Jesus were or are to be ful
filled in one event at a particular point in time, but in
this groxxp there have been found many which are in process
of fuliTillment over a long period of time. They may have
been fulfilled in the dally lives of believers and in the
activities of the church.
The following prophecy was included in a previous
chapter, but it has had a definite place in the present
study as well.
Can ye malce the children of the bridechamber
fast, while the bridegroom is with them? But
the days will came, when the bridegroom shall be
taken away from them, and then shall they fast
in those days (Luke 5:3k� 35 K.J.V.).
Not only was there a practice of fasting In the days
of the early church (Acts 13:2; I Cor. 7:5; II Cor. 6:5;
11:27), but also it has been an inqportant spiritual exercise
on the part of noted saints throughout the age of the church.
It has been an outward expression of genuine sorrow for sin
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and a help to prayer ,1
As Jeaua prepared to send His disciples to preach
that the kingdom of God was nigh. He told of the woes that
would fall upon those cities which should reject this
preaching and the mighty works of those sent to them. He
said, "And thou, Capemaiaa, shalt thou be exalted unto
heaven? thou shalt be brought down unto Hades" (10:1$).
The woe spoken by the Master against this once great city
has been fulfilled to the uttermost. Only thirty years
later unspeakable horrors and slaughter were inflicted upon
Capernaum by the Romans, 2 The pilgrim Sylvia in 38$ A,D,
wrote in minute detail of the approach to the "synagogue
of our Lord", This fourth century reference to a synagogue
built upon the ruins of the first century one is a rare
historical reference to the city.3 So conqjletely was the
city razed that any mention of Capernaum's development or
1 John Wesley, Works , 1st American Standard Sdition
(Now York: J. Emory & h, Waugh, I83I). Vol. I, pp. 2I4.8, 2l|.9.
The declaration of Jesus that "The Son of man is Lord
also of the Sabbath" (6:$) has had during the Church Age a
prophetic thrust in that the Christian calendar recognizes
and reckons time from the birth of Christ on the basis of
the calendar made by Dlonysius Exiguus at the request of
anperor Justinian in $26 A.D.
2 Parrar, o�. cit. . p. 201.
3 The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia,
James Orr,"lTenerai xjiiitor (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 19^9), Vol, I, pp, $66, $67.
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history as a city following th� sixth decade of th� first
century is absent from leading encyclopedias and commen
taries,4 Of special interest was the fact that until 190$
the site of the city was a matter of debate,^ With its
very location and name virtually lost from th� earth the
city was truly brought down as far as Hades.
That the proclamation of the gospel would bring
crises into the lives of men was suggested in the statement
of Jeaus, "I came to cast fire upon the earth" (12:49). It
would cause contention within households:
For there shall be from hence forth five in one
house divided, three against two, and two against
throe. They i^all be divided, father against son,
and son against father; mother against daughter,
and daughter against her mother;,.. (12:b2, b3) .
An illustration was furnished by B. H. Badeley,
American missionary to Northern India. A girl of low caste
found the Saviour, When she told relatives that it was her
purpose to become a Christian they thi�eatened to kill her.
One Sunday her family carried her away bodily from a service.
h Ibid, Sec also, James Hastings, Ed., A Dictionary
of" BlBIe"( Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, I898), pp. 350, 351;
TKe'Tewlsh Encyclopedia. Isidore Singer, Managing Ed. (New
York" Funk 4i" Wagnalls, 1902), Vol. Ill, p. 553.
5 "Excavations began at Tell Hum in 1905 and conducted
by the Franciscans have cleared the site of debris and made
its Identification with Capernaum certain." finclyclopedia
Britannlca (Chicago: Enclyclopedia Britannica, Inc., 19i>5),
Vol. iV, P. 789.
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"H�r infuriated mother fell upon her, and made several
atteng)ta to harm her, but waa prevented,,.. They besought
her not to disgrace them by becoming a Christian," Entice
ments and even incantations failed to shake her faith, ^
Although Christ is to be known ultimately as Prince of
Peace,"?' for th� present time there has been a sense in
which He has caused division and contention rather than
peace,
"It is impossible but that occasions of stun&ling
should coraej,,," (17:1).
VJhile the world remains what it is, some will
always set snares and stumbling blocks in the
path of their brethren, and some will always fall
over them, and some will make them for themselves, ^
These offenses or occasions of stumbling have appeared in
the form of "(1) acts �f persecution; (2) sophiati^ or
false reasoning; (3) heretical and extravagant opinions"^
etVetera.
In chapter 21, vers� 16, it was writtan, "ye shall
be delivered up even by parents, and brethren, and kinsfolk.
6 Joseph S, Excell, The Biblical Illustrator. St.
Luke, Vol. II (New York: Fleming H. Revell Co,, n,d.),
7 Isaiah 9:6,
8 Farrar, 0�. cl_t., p. 271.
9 J, Willcock, A Homiletical Commentary on the Gospel
According to Luke ( New""York : Funk and Wagnall8,"T896) ,
P. i+65.
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and frlenda; and some of jou shall they cause to be put
to death." When John Bunyan detei*mlned to "obey God
rather than man" he was arrested and put into prison.
There have been msiny instances throughout the Church Age
of losses of lives for the sake of the gospel. A striklj^g
illustration has been found in the famous painting of
Durer, "The Martyrdom of 10,000 Christians".^^
Certain prophetic teachings of the Lord dealt with
apiritual matters which are lers tangible than those men
tioned heretofore and are less easily proven objectively
because of the lack of concreteness in their character.
The Christian believer, however, would recognize the ful
fillment of these pronouncements as having taken place
throughout the Church Age,
An example of this type might be the Lord's promise
to those who chose to leave all and follow Him. They were
to have "manifold more in this time and in the world to
come eternal life" (l8:30). The blessings which have come
to the child of God in this life have not often been
material, but have been rather of tiie nature of inward
riches, spiritual friendships, and true happiness.
10 Bessie G- Olson, John Bunyan A Great Dreamer
(Chicago: Van Kan^sen Press, 1946), pp. 1^� 10.
11 This painting is one of the Vienna Art Treasures
and was brought to American galleries on tour in 19^0.
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That suprom� gift, th� Holy Spirit, was promissd
to all who would �amestly plo�id for it (11:13), On
the basis of personal testimonies, the bestowal of the
Comforter has been made to an inestimable number of
believers as the Lord had predicted, -^^
12 James G, Gilchrist, r�ep�r JSxperiences of
Famous Christians (Anderson, Indiana: Warner Press,
1911 ) � passim.
CHAPTSR VI
PROPHECISS WHICH PERTAINED TO THE EKD TIME
In this chapter hare been collected the prophecies
which pertained to events of the end time: the conditions
of the "last days," the return of Christ, the Judgment, the
eternal bliss �f the righteous and punishment of the wicked.
In chapter 21 has been found the great discourse on
last things. As was pointed out In chapter four, in this
portion �f prophecy the details of the destruction of Jeru
salem and thos� of the end time were closely connected in
the narrative.
In that dramatic portion of Scripture in which the
key words were "watchl" "endurel" "pray!" it was wltten,
"And there shall be signs in the sun and moon and stars"
(21:2$). For one thing ttie end time is to be accompanied
with cosmic revolutions. In the Matthew account these were
specified more exactly than in Luke,^ Already the earth
has experienced distressing meteoric shewerx and other
phenomena which have produced fright in the hearts of men, 2
There la also to be distress between and within the
nations of the earth and roaring of th� sea and billows
1 Matthew 24:29.
In the Old Testament, too, there were prophecies of
signs in the realm of nature which should accompany the
day of the Lord, e.g., Jer. 4:23, Joel 2:30.
2 Exell, o�, cit., vol. III, p. 487,
(21:2$), fts a preaantmant �f th� terrlbla calamity. Throiigh-
�ut r�c�2?^�d hlatory there has be�n censlderable strife among
nations and within worldly states, but there were long
periods of optimism even with these stirrings. The mood of
a century so recent as the eighteenth was "decidedly opti
mistic",^ Man still had great confidence in himself and in
the happy outcme �f human endeavor for an acceptable des
tiny. But the general anxiety over international relations
In the present day which only the foolhardy could overlook^
has been a elear sign of the times. The image of the "sea"
and "billows" doubtless referred to the "sea of nations."^
It has not been unfrequent that in times of a high
degree �f anxiety or sorrow, the tension of the moment
cauaes loss of life. Hence, a aign of the end will be
"men fainting for fear, and for expectation of the thinga
which are coming on the world" (21:26 K.J.V,), for even
"the powers of the heavena ahall be ahaken" (21:26),
It waa the teaching of th� Lord that at "the very
time when th� whole creation threatena to aink into a chaoa"6
3 w, R, Cannon, The Theology of John We a ley (New Yerk:
Abingdon Preas, 19l|.6), p, l77^
k Cf, H, B, Kuhn, Typea of Religious Philoaophy
Syllabus (unpubliahed) , pTiJT
$ Cf . Jude 13,
6 Lange, 0�, cit.. p, 324,
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the Son of man Is to come. "And then shall they see the
Son of man coming In a cloud with power and great glory"
(21:27). At this time the faithful are to look up, because
their redemption draws nigh (21:28),
Jesue said that In the day when He should come in
His �wn glery He would be ashamed of any one lAio had been
ashamed of Him and His words (Lk. 9:26). That was the
first mention in the gospel according to Luke of the retixrn
�f Christ In glery. Jesus had predicted His suffering and
death, but just as clearly He proclaimed that "He will
eventually be revealed in glery with the Father and the
holy heavenly beings as final Conqueror "."7
Blessed are those servants whom the Lord i^en he
cometh shall find watching: verily I say unto you,
that he ahall gird himself, and make them sit down
to meat, and shall come and serve tham (12:39).
These words though parabolic alluded to the parousia, and
promised reward to the faithful at that time.
Although the second and literal retui�n of Christ was
taught throughout th� Sew Testament writings, it was also
indicated that no one might know th� exact day of His appear
ing. Yet there have been many such predictions. "And they
shall say to you, Lo, there I Lo, here! go not away nor
follow after them" (17:23), Individuals and groups have
7 Geldenhuys, op. cit, , p. 277,
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tried to predict the very time at which th� Lord was to
return, and laany have been led astray by such spurious
surmisings.^ All predictions of exact dates, and all
statements of local appearances were aaid to bo untrust
worthy, "for as th� lightning, when it lighten� th out of
one part under th� heaven, shineth unto the other part of
heaven; so shall th� Son of laan be in his day" (17:24) �
Jesua did state, however, what the condition of
the human race waa to b� at th� time of His i��turn.
And as it came to pass in the days of Noah,
even so shall it be also in the davs of the Son
of man. They ate, they drank, th�y married,,.,
after th� same manner shall it be in th� day
that th� Son of man is revealed" (17:26,27,30).
The second advent will flame upon a sensual and unexpec -
tant world. It was foretold that people will be engrossed
in �arthly, material and evanescent affairs and will not
take heed to prepare for Mia coming, Th� rapture^ of the
saints was foretold in chapter 17, verses 34 snd 3$:
I say unto you. In that night there shall b�
two men on on� bed; the one shall be taken and
the other left. There shall be two women grinding
together; the one shall be taken, and the other
shall be left.
� J. K. Van Baa Ion, The Chaos of Cults (Grand
Rfipids: W. B. Eerdmans PubllsHing Cio,7^955), p. 240.
9s�e I Cor, 15:$1,
Jesus warned that His followers should take heed
that they were not taken by that day as by a snare, "for
so it shall come upon all them that dwell on the face of
the earth" (21:35).
But watch ye at �very season, making supplication,
that y� may prevail to �scape all thes� things that
ahall come to pass and to stand b�for� th� Son of
man" (21:36).
That only a remnant according to grac� and not th�
nation Israel as a whole will be saved has been thought to
have been th� teaching of the parable of the slighted invi
tation. "For I say unto you, that none of ttiose men that
were bidden shall taste of my supper" (14:24). Because of
the harshness of the statement, some commentators (De Wet to,
Meyer, Godot, and Cook)-^^ have enrphasized the fact that
these words were spoken in a parable in the character of the
master of th� house and not by Jesus in His own person.
Nevertheless, the feeling of Jesus toward the Pharisees, the
tone of other prophetic warnings, and the exceeding sinful
ness of unbelief have indicated that statement was an ox-
prossion of the actual fact.
Jeaus taught tiiat exceptional privileges, if re
jected would involve greater guilt and piinishment.
Be ye also ready: for in an hour that ye think
not the Son of man cometh.... And that servant,
who knew his lord's will, and mad� not ready, nor
10 Cook, 0�. cit.. p. 415.
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did according to his %d.ll, shall be beaten with
many strlpesj And to itftiomsoever much Is
flven* of him shall much be required,,,"12:40, 47, 48).
When once the master of the house is risen
up, and hath shut to the door, and y� begin to
atand without, and to knock at the door, saying.
Lord, o^en to us; and he shall answer and say
to you, I know you not whence ye are" (13:25).
This statement followed Josus* �xhortatlon that on� should
enter by the narrow door and that one had to strlre to enter
the kingdom. The Interpretation made has been that those
who have been "professors" but not "possessors" of true
spirituality will be unrecognized by the Lord, and turned
away.
fliere shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth,
when ye shall see Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob,
and all the prophets, in the kingdom of God and
yourselves cast forth without" (13:28),
Jesus was addre^^slng His Jewish listeners. The day of
reckoning was to come, when, because of their unbelief In
Christ they would see themselves cast out though they had
been the �hosen people of God, Ther� w�r� to bo, how�v�r,
G�ntll�s from all parts of the earth who would hear th�
word, receive it and �ntor into lif�. "And th�y ahall com�
from th� east and west, and from the north and south, and
shall sit down in the kingdom of God" (13:29). Although the
Jewish people have largely rejected th� gospel me -sage,
Christ's name has been made known to virtually every area
of the earth. In the end God's judgment is to come as a
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complete reversal of man's judgaent for "there are last
who shall be first, and there are first who shall be
last (13:30).
The words of Jesus in chapter 10, verses 12 throu^
15 have been thought to have referred to the final Judgment,H
"1 say unto you it shall be more tolerable in that day for
Sodom, than for that city." It is true that Sodom and other
ancient cities have already suffered a historical Judgment,
but th� words "shall.,. in that day" suggest a Judgment in
the future in which all shall have a part. Thus was wo�
pronounced upon those cities which were rejecting the Christ,
Their opportunities for salvation had exceeded those of the
ancient pap an centers, and therefore, their punishment would
be greater: "But it shall b� more tolerable for Tyre and
Sidon in the Judgment than for you" (10:14). The awful
prophetic utterance concluded: "And thou, Capernaum, shalt
thou be exalted unto heaven? thou shalt be brought down unto
Hades" (10:15) � It was shown in the previous chapter how
Capernaum was "brought down unto Hades" even before the end
time, but nations, cities, and individuals are also to ex
pect a great, "final" Judgment.
At the Last Supper, Jesus �xplained to His disciplas
that in His kingdom, unlike th� Gentile powers in which the
11 See Rev. 20:11-13,
$1
kings hav� lordship, th� greater ones and ^� chief shall
bo th� on�s who serve. Because the twelve had continued
with the Lord In His temptations, Jesus promised,
X appoint unto you a kingdom, even as my
Father appointed unto mo, that y� may eat and
drink at my tabl� In my kingdom; and ye shall
sit on thrones judging the twelve tribes of
Israel (22:29, 30).
In this passage It was Indicated that the disciples would
assist Christ in th� groat judgment ,12
The promises of blessedness of the poor, the hungry,
etc. , hav� had a place In the present study, for such pro
mises hav� been takan to refar in on� sons� to th� joys of
complete and final redomption of th� rlght�ou8 in h�av�n.
"..�at th� final consummation men will enjoy the full
abundance of their inheritance as partakers in his
kingdom. ""^^
Jesus taught that those \A\o would do good without
thought of reward would b� "rocompenssd in th� r�surrectlon
of 1*10 just" (14:114.). As in I Corinthians 1$:23, I Thess-
alonians 4.516, and Revelation 20:$, the two-fold nature of
the resurrection was intimated: Th� resurrection of the
just was taught to be a separate happening from the resior-
tion of thw wicked.
12 Paul also indicated that "the saints shall judge
the world" (I Cor. 6:2).
13 Geldenhuys, 0�. cit. . p. 210.
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0g p^mt&^^ he&rBXiXj bliss for tb@
obedtont aiidf.^dXy ]teiro b�#� found. It was told to a
^^talii: 3*tti#a? tMt if -w^mia dlTOst him��;3J", �f e^r^y
�wealth M �^uld ha�ri' treastire in -b��y�ii
(IB 122)^ 4ga-lnr:|tt ir�r��s 29 suad 3K> tijos-o ^ feayo loft
fot� tfc� 'lilngdom of io�*s oaks wro'
Xif^ in til� worXd to o<^,
S#�<i,ftiiv-i^ of- tn� i3iat�Br� of the .li�-av�ii^ lif� was
m�*t�� iaiV-slmptw g0� wrs^s 3^ tfertrngh 36.
#0it0 of^ tlii� .wwM mmxTjt suit ar� siven In
'Wkt; .thmf that sir� accounted worthy to
thiat #orld, ajid the resjurreotion fj*om the
i#l�,i8�tlsTy, nor sr� given in mftrr^UM^ei for
t^j iitJN #<|U�a littto th# a39g�l8J aJiA ar� eon� of CM,
mmit �%3t� reswreotion.
tElit
�
#<W^-1|^te1Si^, tis� r�s.jirr�ction wa� tmdorsoorwd in the
Wr4i#l tha,t the d�ad ar� raised �v�n
with tlM� pimsiis�� of bl�Bsin|; tJi�re have be�n
iiftid��. Of %hm seribos wlio lov^ed long ro^it,
0ikXitt�li�s in th� swPiCjeipl���, oliief soste, �tL.-gqt�y^.
^te' W^^^ Ions F^'s^ers fw pr�t�S30�� Jemi� �^noii3!io0^t
fthal,! r�Niilw greater oohd^snatlon'* (g0i47)�
Xh thi� ^1^^]^%^ hav� boon O0ii�id�r�d those
%tm** pTOpiijSfi�� which hitv� ptrtaiiMsd to t&e *l�8t day�"
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of the preaent diapensatlon, th� return of Christ in
glory, the rejection of the impenitent and unbelieving
Jews, the Judgment, and eternal destinies of th�
righteous and the wicked.
CHAPTSB VII
SUMMARY AWD CONCLITSIOHS
I . SUMMARY
This has baan an inductive study of the prophetic
words of Jesua which were recorded in the gospel according
to Luke. These were arranged according to the following
groups of subject matter: those prophecies which found
their fulfillment in Jesus' life time; those iiriiich per
tained to Pentecost and the period of the early church;
those which foretold the fall of Jerusalem; those which
were associated with the age of the Holy Spirit; and
those which pertained to the end time.
This paper, therefore, was limited distinctly to the
prophetic teachings of Jesus Hinaiself, and was concerned with
that phase of prophecy which has to do with the prediction
of events.
The purpose of the paper was to make an inductive
study of these prophecies noting their realm of fulfill
ment in periods of history.
II. CONCLUSIONS
1, It has been seen that the various predictions
have been closely tied to moral pronoiancements: warnings,
exhortations, promises of comfort and blessing or predictions
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of cursings. Certain homiletical values have thus been
derived from the teachings as they have been considered,
jP^r instance, it was seen that Jesus* prophecies of the
fall of Jerusalem were accompanied with stem reproof of
unbelief; His prophecies of the "last days" with exhorta
tions to watchfulness and readiness; His predictions of
eternal destinies with words of comfort or warning as
needed.
2. Inasmuch as the second, third, and fourth chap
ters showed that the prophetic teachings of Jesus relat
ing to earlier periods of history are already fulfilled,
and the fifth chapter showed that the prophecies of a
continuous or progressive nature are in the process of
realization, it has been concluded that those foretellings
which have pertinence to the end time are Just as truly
reliable as intimations of things yet to come. Indeed,
it was shown that certain events have already taken place
which point in the direction of such fulfillment,
3, Th� study has pointed to another important
truth. That is that although God has sometimes delayed
to act, yet, lAien His moment comes. He acts swiftly and
surely. This would have an application not only to the
wicked doers as in th� case of the Deluge and in th�
destruction of Sodom, but also to the Christian, The
assurance given to them has been that God will suddenly
$6
put an end to the distresses into which
His people have
been plunged by a hostile world.
4. Above all, the study has underscored
the con
clusion reached by other students of prophecy: that
"the Christian religion challenges th� severest t�3t^�-
fulfllled prediction'* ."^ W� may boliev� on the basis of
the Christian revelation that God has a glorious plan
i^ich is to be finally realized when all prophecies have
been fulfilled.
1 Pierson, 0�. cit. , p. 45
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